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Waste management facilities will hire security guards and security companies for many different
reasons. The facilities where recyclable waste is stored most of the time are normally not manned at
night, which makes them vulnerable to theft and vandalism. The waste normally is highly flammable
and it creates a huge liability for the waste management company to leave it unguarded. A private
security company will normally closely work with the waste management company's management to
ensure that the facility and everything stored within I secure and protected at all times.

A good security company will provide a security consultation at no cost to the customer. An
experienced security consultant will observe the customer's operations and facilities to analyze and
identify the risk factors at the facility. Than he will devise a security plan seeking input from the
client's employees and management mitigating the identified risk factors. The security plan will
include post orders for security officers and their supervisors, but also recommendations for security
procedures for safety and security for the client's employees. The security plan will include patrol
routes and intervals, the different electronic equipment involved to secure the site and to ensure
proper supervision and accountability for security guards.

A good security company will provide professionally trained, licensed security officers with perfect
written and oral communication skills. It will also keep its security guards accountable by frequent
supervisory visits and with the help of different kinds of electronic equipment. The most important
duty of a security officer at a waste management facility will be access control and to display
visibility in order to discourage potential perpetrators to target the facility. A vigilant security officer,
who will frequently patrol the property deny access to unwanted visitors and safeguard the property
and its content. Good security companies will also provide their client with a direct contact, who will
manage all the security related issues of the client. That way the client can make any changes by
just making one phone. Additionally, they will have a proper contact person in case of emergency.

Hiring the right security company will provide management and employees with the sense of
security they need to focus on their core business. A good security company will provide continuous
communication and reevaluation of the security plan. Management will know that their safety and
security is in good hands. Well trained security guards, competent security supervisors and
experienced security consultants will ensure the safety and security of the client's waste
management facility. Many facilities have budget constraints in todayâ€™s economic environment, but
the right security company will devise a security plan that will work within the security budget. Safety
and security will lower insurance costs and requirements, will improve employee morale and ensure
the companyâ€™s success for the future.
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